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Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ........................#TG-Early-1-B or I
Made for our Edward Marshall fully inlet precarved stock, it may have 

 originally  been made by the Albrecht’s of Christian’s Spring,  Pennsylvania. 
This triggerguard has a front and rear boss for screw  mounting. Ideal for 
a Jaeger or early transitional longrifle. The inside curl may be  completely 
removed, for use with our early style #TR-Jaeger double set trigger  
 with straight rear trigger. 
#TG-Early-1-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $33.99
#TG-Early-1-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $24.99
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Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ........................#TG-Early-2-B or I
This early longrifle triggerguard has features more typically found on 

classic American longrifles. Notice the chamfered flats on the front and rear 
finials. These octagon flats echo the shape of the barrel. Easy and effective, 
 octagon decorations displaced elaborate finials on American guns. Floral 
finials remained popular in continental Europe. English finials evolved from 
shells, to acorns, to pineapples.

Called the North Hampton style guard, it is similar in shape to those used 
on early Allentown-Bethlehem and Lehigh County rifles. 
#TG-Early-2-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $33.99
#TG-Early-2-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $25.99

Gunmaker’s tip:
 The thick web at the front of the triggerguard bow was functional during 
this period, allowing the gunmaker to optionally mount a sling swivel to a hole 
cross-drilled through this web.
 We can  provide a proper sling swivel, with mounting screw, or a sling button 
stud to mount two inches behind the guard, if you prefer. See our many sling 
swivels, shown elsewhere.

Gunmaker’s tip:
When mounting a sling swivel to a triggerguard, be certain that the guard will 

support the load. Pins must be securely anchored, or a tang bolt may enter a 
blind hole in the triggerguard boss, for strong support from above.
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